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5 - The Final Spurt - 1 - The troublesome Disc

Browallia/Nukleus, Fri 25 May 2007

The troublesome Disc

short story

by Browallia/Nukleus

----------------------------------

All characters, groups, releases and places are pure fiction.

Nothing is based on a true story. It's all made up for making

your coffee taste better.

----------------------------------

Zinth was a scener living in Belgium. Around his closest friends he was often refered to as Absinth, because of the bottle as closest
object next to the Amiga 600 he owned. This in turn was seen in his demos, colorful and crazy nuances. And this in turn was much
later in scene history referred to as psychadelic art, named after the GOA-inspired demos flowing around in mid 90's.

Zinth was a coder stuck to the machine between AGA and ECS. While friends switched over to AGA, he was still convinced that some
architechture of the A600 was unexplored. He never left anything without a conquer of knowledge for that machine. He was obsessed
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by control, and never believed in things occuring by chance. He was well aware of this personality of him, and sipped absinth for
harmonize or making odd become equal in his mind. Beside demo art he used to get information from BBSes rather than schoolbooks.
He rated a textfile about how to cheat on the coffee machine higher than biology about forest frog's living in school. During lessons in
school he used to draw storyboards and dreamt of the ultimate demo - not yet programmed, for his group 'Level 10b'.

He was outside the smaller town not very known at scene parties, but he knew that a breaktrough was about to occur. Zinth had some
newly made triangle filler routines and had just fixed a z-buffer shading. In the hometown he was more known as the data guru, which
was kind of frustrating for him. 'What does honour among his neighbours meant compared to sceners?' He thought. He had plans to
go to the French party 'Le Grande Blue', next week, and there, he would show his routines for gaining the respect he wanted to be
seen. THAT would be a show to remember...

<< Rriiing >>

- Hi Absinth, it's me, Throughput.

- Hi there, I was just about to call you.

Throughput, was the nick of the graphician in Level 10b. As all graphicians, he wanted to have a deeper meaning of his handle. After
all, they are artists. In Throughput's case, he considered himself somewhere between the input and output of the demo making. The
art of progress and the duty to evolve. The 'Throughput'.

- You are comming with me to Le Grande Blue next week?
- Yes, that's what I wanted to talk about. I will come with you, but we have to take a later train. I just can't miss that school lesson at 14
pm.
- hmm okey, Zinth delivered an anonymous - but not too quite sigh through the telephone line.
- Yea, sorry, but you had gymnastic after lunch and that's easier to skip than my english on fridays.
- hmm, never mind ok, well see you then on the train station at three a clock next week!
- see ya!

<< Click >>
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it was an irritated Zinth who put the phone on idle state. How long hasn't he waited patiently for getting the respect and honour for him
and pushing Level 10b towards the top. Now he had to wait 4 extra hours before heading to Le Grande Blue. Well, perhaps I can
during this wait code some nice wavy blitter scroller, he thought for forcing himself in a better mood.

The five days before the party were quickly consumed in the same rythmus as Zinth filled his vectors and even made out more
polygons for one of the objects. Only one trouble was the module made by the third groupmember Sharp Claw. It was not that the
module wouldn't fit, it was perfectly syncronized to the demo. Rather had Sharp Claw used one weired sample which was a scream
and a cough assigned to sample position &#036;1F. Perhaps the sample was good, it was damned long anyway like 35 kb. It was
more that it would draw much attention. Too much. Sharp Claw was the one getting most attention. Much of this because all his BBS
drops. As a control freak, Zinth didn't like to rely on other people, but they were both aware of that he had used Sharp Claw's BBS
account for leeching software and a quick leecher rate to the famous scene discmag 'AMIGA revolution'. This time though, it was Zinth
who wanted the sunbeams from other scene groups. He could just imagine how the bigger Amiga groups 'Star Gender' or 'Desert
Faith' would come over to him at the party and congrat him. Further more some swapper kiddos would catch up to him. Shaken his
hand, as he was their best old buddy they knew. Licking some asses with nice compliments about his things (even if they wouldn't
have a clue about the technique in the demo!). Then, they would give him 80 or perhaps even 90 in status in their BBSes for free
downloads of latest wares. Over a night, Zinth's faith could be change. Paradise is truelly a place created on Earth, he thought.

Finally, le grande-day arrived. In the morning, Zinth copied the final version of his demo on a disk. The huge sample he was worried
about was included, but used together with his main effect. In this way, the sample was serving his own intrests more. The scream +
cough sample would empasize the construction of his cool demo. Without a harddirve, Zinth planned to use two of his best floppies for bringing over his demo. The second one was just in case. He executed copy program Monkey-copy ver 2.5 and selected the
sectors he wanted to copy into RAM. Just like X-copy it showed green number if going fine, red else.

In the meantime, inside the CPU, the monkey-copy was just started. The CPU-bus had just collected a quite huge sample, 35 kb and
on it's way to the chip mem adress. On it's way, (it sure was a huge sample!), the bus slipped and dropped the sample. The Scream
and the cough sample fell into two pieces. When the CPU wasn't sure where the two pieces of the sample were bound together, he
decided to pray that the owner of the date would do a backup as he used to do and on that one, the disk will be correct, the CPU-bus
thought for himself when collecting the pieces and delivered them to the correct adress. After all, I'm just a machine, serving a greater
machine.

Back in Zinth's flat again, where he in detailed followed all green numbers showing the ok-status. Just a quick glance at the clock, he
thought. 14.15 so no need to hurry. just in time to miss, when a red zero from monkey-copy was turned over to a green one on the
disc. After the copied discs. He cleared RAM for not letting any spies come and hack this while he was at le grande-party. -Just in
case, he thought, while smiling about his own silly paranoid reaction.

On the other side of the Monkey-copy, a red button was disgused inside a green blanket. Then they both faded out, leaving no trace.
RAM was erased.
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Zinth went off to the train station were Throughput was already waiting for him.
- Platform five, was both informative aswell as the greeting phrase from Zinth.
- Well, I'm very curious to see this, did you like the latest bobs I drew? Did you fix the shade of the snake tale, and isn't it a bad idea
that we are greeting the 'Star Gender' and 'Desert Faith' in the scroll part you think? I mean, we hardly know them, and...

Zinth was hardly listening, a graphician surely needed some more space for talking and his biggest concern was that the floppies were
safe. He actually never did anything by chance so one floppy was put in his jacket, and the other one in his bag.

-Are you listening to me? ehm.. Abzinth? HELLO STILL ON EARTH MISTER ZINTH, Throughput screamed.

Zinth turned around with a confusing gaze. When he started to move again, he never noticed the service machine around the corner.
What followed from that moment were three things. First, Throughput grabbed his jacket to hold him back. Second, by reflex, Zinth
grabbed the floppy as protecting it in his hand where he thought it to be safer. Third, Throughput pulled him backwards quite hard so
Zinth lost the balance and the disc. Just like in a comedian movie, the disc landed an instant of an second before the service machine.
A crashing sound was heard, then the disk was sucked into the cleaning pipe and vanished into it's mechanical stomage.

- nooo... This can't be true. What a stupid machine, Zinth said, but the words were more directed to the owner of the service machine.
- You use to take a backup if I know you right, so let's go, there is no way for you to turn back home now, if you don't want to be stuck
here for another 4 hours.
- I can't go home and prepare a new floppy anyhow. I cleared RAM. This 2nd copy is all I got.
- well then com'on! 4 minutes to train. While talking, Throughput dropped his grip on Zinths jacket as a demonstration that he was free
to decide, if he would decide something else.

The train trip was just as exciting as a morning for a man waking up without a girl at his side. During the trip, Zinth explained with a
proud voice his filler routines for a sweating Throughput, who nodded for hiding his lameness in the mystery dungeon of hexacode and
a jungle of binaries.

At the partyplace, Zinth and Throughput went inside the party hall. Quite anonymous, after all.
- Not for long, Zinth whispered with a tighter grip around his floppy disc. In a few hours our steps will be more carefully notified.

- Who are you? No lamers here, a guy said with a threatful voice while gently pushing his rubber snake so it could be spotted from all
angels but also as an invitation to the two members of level 10b for a snakefighting game.
- We are Level 10b, from Belgium, Throughput hissed.
- Level 10b? the snakeman replied. Well, that sounds like a group. I just have to ask all to make sure. It was a bit suspected, when you
didn't brought any computer with you.. Lamers just keep empty floppies in their pockets for a new harvest to copy, hahaha, the
snakeman continued. Zinth barely managed to smile for the comparation with a lamer strategy on parties. -Perhaps going for a
release? The snakeman continued with a sly look back at Zinth.
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Zinth was just about to answer a bit cryptic 'wait and see' when Throughput broke in:
- Yes, we have some cool new routines, hardly not seen. Something good.
- ooh, iiintressssting, the snakeman hisped, while licking his lips. Something r-e-v-o-l-u-t-i-o-n-a-r-y ? He pronounced every syllabyl so
slowly, that Zinth at once understand this guy's intention.
- Just wait and see, nothing seen, nothing done yet. Now I guess we need to install our empty floppies in elite sceners ware DBs, so
have a nice day. Zinth said all while hitting throughput's side as a small payment for his revealings and stupidity to a useless diskmag
editor.

They walked away from the sneaky little man, still touching his snake whiper attached to his belt. When beeing alone, Zinth faced his
group member with an angry gaze:
- Are you f-ng crazy? This guy was from the diskmag 'AMIGA revolution', and you want to tell the whole world about something not
seen yet? Now those quotations will be used, probably the diskmag will say that I said them, Zinth explained. Now I have to work twice
as much to show them in the future that all we do are Hi-Q. This guy is a zero, and you want to reveal all for him? Throughput didn't
have a good answer and stood silent for the first time since the trainstation back in Belgium. I'm sorry Absinth, I was just so proud.
- yea, whatever. In a couple of hours the show starts. Let's see if we find something to eat instead.

In the little foodstand, a group from Denmark was discussing in english. From their tshirts could be seen, they came from a smaller
group doing their debute on Desert Faith's basement party last year. Zinth didn't remember their name, but they would come up to him
after the demoshows, if curious about his routines.
- We may get a greet from Desert Faith, so you should add them to our official list. A fatter boy said while tapping on his belly.
- They are already added, the second guy, thinner and almost a skinned body said. They are placed in the end, just before the AGA
plasma.
- A bigger group shouldn't be greeted in the end. That's lame and telling everyone we don't know them...
- But we don't know them, the slimmed boy reminded him. But ok, lets display Desert Faith before the local groups from Odense. Are
you happy now?
- Yes indeed Transfly, now lets eat before the food que is too crowded.

Transfly and the fatter boy called ex-why-zleep headed over to the foodstore, just to get a place behind Throughput and Zinth. The
skilled belgium coder was daydreaming about the coming demoshow but suddenly woke up when he heard the word 'A600'.
- How about doing something for A600? ex-why-zleep said to Translfy?
- No, that machine is totally off the hook. I would rather...
- Well, I don't think you should take the machine out totally, Zinth interruppted the danish sceners. It's still more powerful than ECS
with a far more improved OS.
- Yes, but still useless compared to AGA, Transfly corrected him.
- Yes it's not that powerful we all know, but that depends more of the coder behind, and shouldnt blame the hw. There are some OCS
sceners doing better stuff than those having AGA chipset, Zinth said while picking a sandwich from the foodstore.
- That's true, ex-why-zleep said a little bit quiet, while looking at his feet.
- Did you arrive now, Transfly said for changing topic. Are you french?
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- No, Belgian, Throughput said, for warming up his mouth movements once more. We just arrived taking this stupid train. Not even a
controller checked our tickets. We could have come here for free.
- He, then I think I know you. You must be from the group Level 10b? Transfly said while picking out a pizza slice. I use to call the
belgium blue BBS close to danmark and someone told me about your trip here... Think his name was hmmm Sharp Claw!
- Yes, that's our musician beeing quite active in BBSes. Throughput said, while rewarding the danes with a smile for their recognition
of Level 10b. Sharp Claw is quite known, not only in Belgium, but he also has contacts with international HiQ boards.

While Throughput took more and more space in the conversation, Zinth just thought that the old rule still was valid: if a scener talked
more, he was probably not that good in demomaking. He just couldn't believe this, that none had asked about his name yet. But that
will soon change, he thought.

Time passed by and after checking around the party place, Zinth delivered the floppy disc to the party crew just minutes before the so
called deadline of the Le grand blue party. With proud letters he wrote the demo name of his production - 'laughing triggers by Level
10 b'. He also wrote a short file id-tag and delivered it to the guys behind the desk informing:

months of code by Zinth
cans of color by Throughput
tons of tones by Sharp Claw

Then he took a seat close to the big screen for waiting. He wondered when they would show his thing. Probably in the end because it
would for sure have an over average quality in this A600 prod. Throughput took a seat beside his coder, and as a proof of his anxious
gaze, Throughput was quiet, finally. Just as forseen, some lamer shit was shown first, not better than a BBS asm scool with a couple
of copper tests and cycling the colors around. Then Zinth saw the name on the bigscreen, related to the Danish groupmembers they
met earlier - Novalish. Yea, that's the name of them. Now let's see what they are capable to do with their AGA, Zinth thought.
Novalish's demo wasn't bad, but it wasn't sync'ed at all. It also contained some filled vectors, which must be considered as that they
had overcome the first testing assembler tests. The rotating objects were slow, but it seems like the audience enjoyed the Danish
show. Well, then wait to you see my demo, Zinth repeated for himself. No more mister anonymous! After that it was time for Desert
Faith, who had done another colorful demo called AGA vs GOA with some texture routienes plus a pretty nice greet part, even if they
were not greeted themselves, Zinth had to admit this.

- An honour to be the last in the demo show, Throughput said to Zinth. Then they must really have liked it!
- Yea I think you are right for once, Zinth said with confidence. Of course it can't top an AGA prod, but at those hardcore parties,
people know what a true challenge is, and I will show some things, never shown before.

At the organizer's table in the last row of the hall, the organizers just copied the level 10b demo into RAM.

In the CPU, the bus was waken up, just to deliver the data over from floppy to RAM. He had a terrible nightmare, but couldn't place his
finger about what. It was something about a huge sample. He just sorted out his thoughts when he was ordered by the copy-program
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to deliver the samples over to RAM. While loading his bus with samples he discovered that it was one sample too much. Im still just a
computer, the bus said to himself, I just do what my master says, so if he has one sampling too much, than that's fine, the bus said
while waving good bye to the sample data travelling to the music department of the demo, Zinth his master, had coded.

The music department in RAM section realized there was one sample too much, but doing as the bus had instructed him, he never
realized the consequence that the data interfered with the PC counter, telling which part of Zinth's demo to be executed...

Back in the le grand blue hall, one of the organizers took out the level 10b floppy with a confused expression before grabbing the
microphone.

- Well that was all, but please sit. There is another demo here but I need a person from level 10 b to come to the party crew. Zinth
went over to the last rows and caught the guy waving with his floppy.
- What's the problem? Its an A600 production, don't you have the proper settings for running it or..?
- Well I couldn't see that it was for A600, and it was not written in the info file either.
- No but that is notified during the demo show, Zinth informed.
- Huh, ok, I guess I missed that, but ok. And you are sure you want to release this here?

What was wrong with this guy, Zinth thought. Release it here? We travelled from Belgium for this. Maybe he thinks that this demo is
too big and good for this little party...

- I mean, it is your product with that huge sample someone doing a cough? The organizer tried to sound friendly.
- Yes, that's our product, and now please show this as le grand finale at your party, Zinth said with a blink. And don't forget to tell the
audience about that this is something they haven't seen before. Please tell them this: Now a group from Belgium is going to give you
something bringing you to a new level, a higher level, a 10b level! And then you start the demo show.

- Yes I can do that, the man behind the desk said, ok, it will start in a minute.

Zinth walked back, the crowd still with patience waiting about this myserious thing to come. While taking his seat, the loudspeaker
voice presented his funny little lines, just as he had suggested to the man:

- And now, ladies and gentlemen, or mostly gentlemen... Now a group from Belgium is going to give you something bringing you to a
new level, a higher level, a 10b level!
- At last, Zinth sad to Throughput, loud enough. for people closest to them to realize, that he was the creator of the prod to come.
- Now it's time, I just have to cough, eehrm...

<<cough..>>
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- Hey, why did the party crew cough? Throughput said with a worried expression but Zinth was too concentrated to analyze this.

The black screen turned green-yellow and one name was displayed on screen: Desert Faith.

What the fuck, the demo starts in the middle of the greeting part. More time for thinking was not, before Zinth got the next chock. A
huge cough-sampling could be heard. Then the screen turned purple, and Desert Faith was displayed again. And a second cough
sample was heard.

<<cough..>>

- Hey what happening with my demo? While dropping the question out in the party hall, the screen change to a pink color and the
desert faith name was displayed a third time.

- Hey, why is this little group from Belgium doing such mockery with the biggest Amiga group all times? What's the point with this
crap? Zinth heard someone a few rows back. More and more people started to laugh and fill in the cough every time the screen
changed to a new color on screen - still displaying the Desert faith name.

<<cough..>>

- hahaha this is the worst crap ever made, where is the coder? what kind of shit is this, to be shown last.
- yea, and the info file said this was months of work, well haha months of work, what a joke >. Zinth was totally destroyed, couldn't
understand why.. Then suddenly he realized that the sample memory was overloaded. It struck him as 1000 knives simultanously.
Damn architecture. Even with his old setup for Amiga 500, that would never occur there.

- What was this clever demo called again, laughing triggers? A third man said. Or caughing triggers hahahah.

- Well, I think we stop this mega-cought demo, now when we all reached this new > level, the party organizer said while the crowd was
laughing. Zinth raised from his chair. He had no intention to stay a day longer at le grand blue. It was over for now.
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<<cough..>>

a guy close to them made space between the rows for letting him and Throughput out. While imitating the coughing sample newly
played.

-Belgium scene is dead! Someone screamed while passing, or...

<<cough..>>

More laughs. Zinth wanted to leave as soon as possible. He spotted the exit. Thanks god, they didn't have any equipment brought with
them. Now they could just leave.. A few more seconds, then out in the freedom again.

He was caught a last time before the exit, this time by the man with the snake-whiper. The guy from the diskmag 'Amiga Revolution'.

- So you travelled all from Belgium over to France to release this crap? And you also told me some hours ago that this would be
something new, hehehe well, > what to say.... haha

<<cough..>> <<cough..>>

- Well something went wrong, we had a bit more than this, but you are probably to stupid to realize that. It was a bug in the playing
routine, not allowing to take such big samples. And it was for Amiga 600.

- Well, nice to blame all on a bug. And I have superman hidden in my clothes, the diskmag editor said while smiling with all his teeth.
The smile even expanded in sarcasm while he added: And I guess this lameness could every idiot code.

- Well it is the truth, Zinth insisted stubbornly.
- hehe well nice trying to convince me, perhaps you tell the truth, perhaps you are just that lamer with empty floppy discs in your
pocket, hahaha. And even if you are right, such thing would never happen with A1200. That's the future pal, forget A600
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<<cough..>>

With those words he walked away, laughing.

Zinth was angry, tired, frustrated, chocked, in coma and a wrack. A nice milkshake of different feelings. He had fucked up. Or his
floppy had fucked up. Just because of a big sample overwriting something in RAM because there were more samples than allowed
apperantly. Somehow the huge 35kb sample had been splitted into two samples, creating an overload in sample memory when ther
was &#036;20 samples instead of &#036;1F. The huge sample had taken the last position. This was Zinth's only explanation to why
this had fucked all up, making his group to the shittiest group all times. His demo was gone, not saved anywhere, cleared from RAM at
home. For such a lousy demo show from him, he would probably not be welcome in any of the better boards for a while... But the
hardest strike was that his reputation was gone. In the scene this was like beeing bankrupt. Zinth and Level 10b were broken.

He would come back. Just wait a year. I'll be back, Zinth mumbled while going back to station. I will show them. Just as reading his
thoughts, Throughput coughed.

-SHUT UP! Zinth cried.

THE END.

